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Jamaican Stock Market
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The Planning Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ) reported that for the
October to December 2014 quarter real GDP contracted by
0.3%. This performance represented the second consecutive
quarter of decline and largely reflected lower value added for the
Goods Producing Industry. The outturn was negatively affected
by drought conditions where the impact was seen in both the
Agriculture and Electricity & Water divisions. Additionally, lower
than anticipated alumina production and longer than expected
closure of the Petrojam oil refinery were also contributory factors
to the weak performance in the fourth quarter (Q4).
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H2 weighed on 2014 Growth but prospects
likely to improve in 2015
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The Goods-Producing Industry contracted by 3.7% with all
industries, except Construction, registering declines in real value
added during the review quarter. Real value added for Construction
grew by 1.2%, reflecting an increase in building construction
activities due largely to an expansion in hotel construction
and renovation. There was also increased expenditure on civil
engineering activities via NROCC and Port Authority of Jamaica.
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Weekly Movement in Indices
Indices

Closing Levels

Change

JSE Combined Index

82,801.92

+2,215.25

JSE Market Index
All Jamaican Composite

81,107.95
89,400.76
2,423.48
585.90

+2,611.06
+2,919.29
+84.97
-

Jamaica Select Index
JSE Cross Listed Index

Most Active Stocks
GLNR

34,192,967

55.63%

KREMI

10,518,782

17.11%

JMMB

5,829,162

9.48%

Top Winners & Losers This Week
$ Change

Winner:KW

$0.84

% Change

15.11%

Winner:GLNR

$0.12

14.46%

Loser:CPJ

-$0.30

-13.04%

Loser:LASM

-$0.09

-7.26%

During the quarter the Services industry grew by 0.7%. All
industries performed favourably with the exception of “Electricity
& Water Supply”.
For the calendar year 2014, real GDP is estimated to have grown
by 0.4%. This is marginally above growth of 0.2% recorded
in 2013. The growth recorded for the calendar year reflected
a strengthening of performance in the first half of the year
when there was growth of 1.7% but the impact of the drought
conditions on crop yields and water production weighed on the
overall outturn.
PIOJ projects that real GDP for the January to March 2015 will
be in the range of 0.5% to 1.5%, being influenced primarily by
the Services Industry and Construction activities in the Goods
Producing Industry. Of note, confidence from both consumers
and business has been showing positive signs in the last four
consecutive quarters and it is hoped that this confidence will
eventually translate into greater spending activities and hiring by
businesses. Lower levels of inflation also augur well for consumer
spending power. The positive GDP contribution from the factors
may be partially mitigated by the contraction in public sector
capital expenditure. Given these factors it is estimated that real
GDP for fiscal year 2014/15 will be in the range of 0.0% and
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1.0%.
Jamaica Passes 7th Review of the IMF Tests
An International Monetary Fund (IMF) mission visited
Jamaica during February 16 -25, 2015 to conduct
discussions on the seventh review of Jamaica’s IMFsupported program under the Extended Fund Facility (EFF).
Despite missing an indicative tax revenue target, the IMF
Board approved the 7th review under the EFF and thereby
will allow for the release of SDR28.32Mn (US$40Mn) to
Jamaica in March. According to the IMF Press Release “all
quantitative performance targets through end-December
were met. However, the indicative target on tax revenue
was narrowly missed.” As at December 2014, Jamaica’s
total tax revenue amounted to $258.6Bn, which was
slightly below the tax revenue target floor of $260Bn set
by the IMF. On the other hand, Jamaica has managed
to seamlessly implement its economic programme in
order to drive growth and improve employment rates.
Consequently, IMF officials stated that they have seen
“tangible dividends” via a significant improvement in
business and consumer confidence, which reached a
two-year peak in the fourth quarter of 2014. Meanwhile,
unemployment declined 0.7 percentage points from a year
earlier to 14.2% in October 2014. The IMF release also
indicated that “confidence in Jamaica’s economic policies
is growing, as illustrated by the narrowing sovereign
bond spread relative to the emerging market average”.
Overall, Jamaica was assessed to be well underway in
implementing relevant policies needed to pass the IMF
tests.
GOJ’s ability to meet the tax revenue target has been
a concern for some time, given the government’s
increasing underperformance relative to budget. While
we note improvement in PAYE receipts, tax receipts from
“Other companies” have been falling significantly below
target. We expect tax revenues to be challenged during
FY2015/16 as the overall tax base will be eroded by a
lower wage bill and weaker imports (driven in part by
lower oil prices). Tax revenues from international trade
will likely be challenged going forward on account of the
decline in exports. The authorities intend to limit the drop
in tax revenues to about 0.3% of GDP, and are exploring
alternative policy options to support the revenue growth
objective. The government may have to provide continued
incentives aimed at boosting hiring in order to drive one
of its biggest income earners- PAYE receipts and meet the
$384Bn tax revenue floor target for the March 2015.

Blue Power Group Limited’s Lumber Division Builds Revenues
But Not Net Profits
Despite an improvement in the sales outturn, higher operating
expenses eroded benefits of revenue growth and led to a
reduction in net profit. Blue Power Group Ltd (BPOW) earnings
for the nine month period ended January 2015 was $63.9Mn,
a 9.2% decline when compared to the same period in 2014.
As the steady rebound in the Construction Sector continued
into the new year, higher sales from BPOW’s Lumber Depot
division helped to offset a slight reduction in sales from the
Blue Power Soaps divison. Overall revenues moved up by
2.6% to $800.4Mn. Additionally, better management of cost
of sales resulted in gross profit margin increasing from 20.3%
in 2014 to 21.7% in 2015. However, significant expenditure on
advertising and promotions led to a 19.9% increase in total
operating expenses to $116.1Mn.
Though, the Lumber Depot led the charge in terms of sales,
heavy expenses from this division resulted in net profit from
this division being 43.2% lower. On the other hand, earnings
from the Blue Power Division were 30.3% higher suggesting
that cost management in the Lumber Division is an issue.
Overall, net profit margin fell by 100 basis points to 8%.
As the construction sector continues to perform well and
consumer spending improves, BPOW will benefit from sales
growth in both divisions. However, given management’s
initiative to continue expenditure on an advertising campaign
for the Lumber Depot division, it is likely that earnings will
continue to struggle for the rest of BPOW’s financial year.

JMD Money Market
The Bank of Jamaica issued a 365-days and 2-years VR CD
on Thursday, February 26th. The issues, which are scheduled
to close on March 6th, have an initial coupon of 7.13% and
7.50%, respectively. Total take-up at the end of trading on
Friday, February 27th was J$1.2B.
JMD market liquidity levels received a slight boost from
the maturity of the GOJ 7.20% 2015 FR BMIs (J$5.1B) on
Wednesday, February 25th. Despite the inflow of funds, JMD
liquidity conditions remained constrained.
The Central Bank issued a 3-, 5- and 7-year USD CD on Friday,
February 27th with a coupon of 3.50%, 4.50% and 5.05%,
respectively. The instruments are scheduled to close on March
6th and had total participation of US$1.9M at the end of its
first day of trading.
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GOJ Globals
Jaman global bonds were heavily bid last week with the
Jaman 19 and 25N dominating activity and the 19s trading
at 110.90 and 25N at 110.50. There were also trades on
17s at 116 while the old 25s traded at 117.65. Trading in
local currency bonds was limited to retail volumes

Indicative Levels - GOJ Globals
Bid

Offer

2015

101.250

102.000

0.69%

2017

115.000

117.000

2.90%

2019

110.500

112.000

4.06%

2022

127.000

129.000

6.34%

2025

119.000

121.000

6.48%

2036

110.500

112.500

7.32%

2039

107.500

109.500

7.15%

Offer Yield*

International News
The US economy cooled more than previously estimated
in the fourth quarter but remained on a moderate growth
track supported by strong consumer spending. GDP grew at
a 2.2% pace in the final quarter last year, shaving its 2.6%
previous estimate. The sharp downward revision was slightly
better than the consensus estimate of 2.1% as the world’s
largest economy slowed from the third quarter’s 5.0% pace.
Despite growth slowing somewhat more than originally reported in the fourth quarter, GDP is expanding at a 3.0%
pace, which is producing three million jobs per year, an extraordinary number and the strongest growth since the apex
of the technology boom 15 years ago.
Consumer spending was the main driver of growth, rising
4.2% in the holiday-shopping season quarter, slightly lower
than the previous estimate but still the largest increase in
four years. The spending, which accounts for about 70%
of US economic activity, contributed about 2.8 percentage
points to fourth-quarter growth, the largest share in nearly
10 years. Despite falling energy prices that could boost consumer spending, the weakness of the global economy and
the dollar’s strength weighed on the country’s trade balance.
Exports rose only 3.2% in the fourth quarter, after a 4.5%
gain in the third and an 11.1% jump in the second. Inflation
remained tame, well below the Federal Reserve’s 2.0% inflation target. Last year the US economy grew 2.4%, its fastest
pace in four years, accelerating from a 2.2% pace in 2013.

Foreign Exchange Market
Selling
J$/US$1

Close:
20/02/15
115.60

Close:
27/02/15
115.64

Change
+$0.04

J$/CDN$1

92.62

92.64

+$0.02

J$/GBP£1

177.48

178.63

+$1.15

Demand for funds was moderate and primarily emanated
from the Energy sector. The weighted average selling rate
closed at J$115.59:US$1.00 on Friday, which represented
a $0.04 depreciation flat week over week. Tight JMD conditions are expected this week, resulting in some brokers
selling USD to support JMD liquidity. Inflows from Tourism
are steadily increasing and next month’s tax obligations for
Corporates could see further USD to JMD conversions in the
market.

U.K. Manufacturing Growth Accelerates to Fastest Since July
U.K. manufacturing growth accelerated more than economists
forecast last month as domestic strength offset weakness in
Britain’s main export markets.
Markit Economics said its Purchasing Managers’ Index rose
to 54.1, the highest in seven months, from a revised 53.1 in
January. Economists had forecast a reading of 53.3, based on
the median estimate in a Bloomberg News survey.
While Britain’s economy has shown signs of continued strength
after growing 2.6 percent in 2014 as cheaper oil boosts the
spending power of consumers, Markit said the recovery remains “lopsided,” with investment and exports lagging behind.
“It seems that, despite years of talk about a rebalancing of
growth, we are still seeing only limited headway in moving
*NB: The rates quoted above are opening indicative levels on the international market and are
subject to change as market conditions vary throughout the trading session. Additionally, the
prices quoted to clients of NCB Capital Market Limited (NCBCML) are adjusted to reflect the
costs associated with completing the transaction on the respective client’s behalf.
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away from consumer-driven expansions,’’ said Rob Dobson,
a senior economist at Markit in London.
Sterling was trading at $1.5405 as of 11:57 a.m. London
time, down 0.2 percent on the day. At 72.92 pence per
euro, the pound is close to its highest level against the
common currency in seven years.
Markit said new orders rose in February, ‘‘underpinned by
rising volumes of new business from domestic based clients.’’ The export performance deteriorated for the fourth
time in five months, partly reflecting the strength of the
pound, it said.
The revival in exports in the fourth quarter, which helped
the economy to an eighth straight quarter of expansion,
‘‘is unlikely to be the beginning of a major rebalancing of
the economy,’’ said Samuel Tombs, an economist at Capital
Economics in London.
Deflationary Pressure
There was a ‘‘substantial reduction’’ in input prices, with
sterling’s advance helping to lower import costs, Markit
said. That’s feeding through to selling prices, ‘‘adding to
the short-term deflationary pressures in the economy,” according to the report.
Markit will publish its indexes for construction on Tuesday
and services, the biggest part of the economy, on Wednesday. The services measure is forecast to rise to 57.5 from
57.2.
A day later, the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee will probably keep the key interest rate at a record-low
0.5 percent, according to a Bloomberg survey. While inflation has slowed to 0.3 percent, below the BOE’s 2 percent
target, officials have said they’ll look through that weakness and the next likely policy move will be tightening.
The median forecast of economists is for a quarter-point
increase in the key rate in the fourth quarter of this year.

China Steps Up Easing With Second Rate Cut in Three
Months
China’s central bank cut benchmark interest rates for the second time in three months as disinflation gives room to step up
support for the nation’s slowing economy.
The one-year deposit rate will be lowered by 25 basis points
to 2.5 percent and the one-year lending rate will also drop by
a quarter percentage point to 5.35 percent on March 1, the
Beijing-based People’s Bank of China said on its website late
Saturday.
The move reflects deepening concern over an economy
squeezed by a property slump, tighter controls over local government debt and rising capital outflows. By adding rate cuts
to a reduction in the cash banks must set aside as reserves,
the PBOC is intensifying its easing measures along with more
than a dozen global counterparts this year as plunging commodity prices provide scope to support growth.
“A rate cut was urgently needed,” said Wang Tao, the chief
China economist at UBS Group AG in Hong Kong, who predicted one or two more reductions this year. “The debt burden is heavy, and the PBOC has to act to keep the financial
market stable.”
The PBOC also increased the deposit-rate ceiling to 1.3 times
from 1.2, meaning banks can pay a larger margin over the
benchmark. That eases the financial repression that has seen
China’s savers effectively subsidize debt-funded investment.
The monetary authority lowered interest rates for the first
time in two years in November.
Rates Liberalization
“This time the PBOC acted very well,” said Shen Jianguang,
the chief Asia economist at Mizuho Securities Asia Ltd. in
Hong Kong. “After two rate cuts, the financing costs will be
cut down pretty effectively, but more rate reductions are still
needed.”
Shen expects the next reserve-ratio cut to come in late March,
and the next rate reduction in April. Allowing banks to pay a
higher margin over the benchmark rate is “almost entire liberalization” of the deposit rate, meeting a pledge by Governor
Zhou Xiaochuan, he said.
The central bank said that while the November rate cut
achieved “certain effects” in lowering financing costs, economic restructuring and falling global commodity prices cut
consumer and industrial prices in recent months, leading to
higher real interest rates.
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NCB Capital Markets Ltd (formerly Edward Gayle and Co.) established in 1968 is Jamaica’s oldest stockbrokers. The company became a part of the
NCB Group in 1994 and a fully owned subsidiary in October 2002. In December 2002, the then Edward Gayle and Co. was merged with another
NCB subsidiary, NCB Investments. The products distributed by this combined subsidiary cover the traditional money market product offerings (J$
and US$ Repos), primary dealer services, stock brokerage and investment advisory services. Edward Gayle was renamed NCB Capital Markets Ltd.
in October 2003.

NCB Capital Markets Limited (“NCBCML”) through its representative(s) has provided information to you on various financial products and services
and investment opportunities for information and educational purposes only. While NCBCML has made every effort to ensure that the information
provided to you is accurate and based on research and analysis that we have carried out or derived from sources that we believe to be accurate
and reliable, NCBCML makes no representations or warranties about the accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose of the information
published and will not be liable for any loss which you or anyone else may suffer in reliance on the information we have provided to you. This Report
does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and therefore this Report
should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment or for obtaining advice directly from one of our investment
advisors.

Important Disclosures:

The views expressed in this report are the views of NCB Capital Markets Ltd at the date of this report.
In accordance with Section 39 (I) of the Securities Act of 1993, NCB Capital Markets Limited hereby states that it is a subsidiary of NCB Jamaica Ltd.
and to that extent may be regarded as interested in the acquisition or disposal of the shares of NCB Jamaica Ltd. However, the company acts in a
proper and professional manner in making any recommendations regarding shares listed on the Jamaica Stock Exchange. Share prices may fluctuate
and past performance is not necessarily a guarantee of future returns.
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